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General introduction
From micro to macro
“From the spoon to the city” was the slogan created by the Italian architect
Ernesto Nathan Rogers in 1952 in the occasion of the drafting of the famous “
Athens Charter”. After many years, this statement seams to represent a valid
starting point to show and describe the approach of Italian design and its
intrinsic value in attending to the challenges offered by contemporary China.
The theme of the Italian Pavillion, “From Micro to Macro: Italian designers
in South China” would firstly to highlight the strong presence of Italian
practioners in China, whose operating in different fields of design. Most
importantly, it would explicit and enhance the ability of a single designer
to manage in a flexible and coherent way the design activity adopting an
approach that could be relevant at different scales of intervention.
Moreover, such an approach could also represents a clear Italian vision to
investigate the complexity, that the idea of sustainable development puts in
place: it would like to enhance the possibility in the design of single micro
object, a spoon for instance, to be interactive and responsible within a broader
complex system, such as the contemporary city.
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Exhibition

Selected Designers
IDA
Eduardo Alessi
Freddy Curiél
Frederic Gooris
Tommaso Masera
Gabi Peretto
Tobia Repossi
Arianna Sorini
Aurora Sorini
Danilo Trevisan
Manfredi Valenti
South-China Torino Lab
NABA

Projects
Exhibition design
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Exhibition // Selected designers
product design

Eduardo Alessi
Florence, Italy, 1982

Hangzhou
Taizhou

“make it simple, functional ,eco friendly
and less boring as possible”

Shenzhen
Hong Kong

Graduated in Industrial Design in Florence and Master’s degree in Product
design at ISIA, Eduardo Alessi worked in USA, China and Hong Kong.
In his 15 years experience he has designed iconic objects focus to create the
perfect balance between poetic aesthetic and rational function. His approach to design is tailor made on the clients requirements especially who want
to improve their design poetic, be inspired and create environmental friendly products.This flexible customised method makes in fact his portfolio of
clients space between big worldwide corporate company, start ups to small
historical artisan shops.
Operative in China since 2010, he participated to Hangzhou Creativity Fair.

#eco #simple #funny
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Exhibition // Selected designers
landscape design & architecture

Freddy Curiél
Trieste, Italy, 1983

Shenzhen

#landscape #architecture
#sustainability #ecosystem
#regeneration #design #crossover

Born in 1983 in Trieste, Freddy Curiél studied at IUAV (Venice, IT), at KArch
Royal Academy (Copenhagen, DK) and at PoliMI (Milan, IT) where he graduates with Honours. Since 2006 he collaborated in several architecture studios
in Italy, The Netherlands and China.
Since 2010 he started academic activities parallel to the office works, at Artesis Hogeschool Antwerpen, as a docent in “Urban and Landscape Analysis”
at the Bouwkunde Academie Rotterdam, and as visiting lecturer at the Harbin
Institute of Technology in Shenzhen. Since 2011 he is based in Shenzhen and
Hong Kong as Asian Representative of DGJ Architects & Landscapes, and
deepening an awarded and sponsored research project for a sustainable
management of the Pearl River Delta.
In 2013-2014 was Co-Curator of the Italian Pavillion at Bi-city Biennale of
Urbanism / Architecture - Shenzhen and Hong Kong.
Since April 2017 Freddy is Chief Architect Consultant at Xinhua Government
Pension for the Chinese Elders (Beijing).
He recently founded Lapis Bureau, a creative agency for landscape, architecture, interiors, product design, and creative direction.
Besides his professional career as an architect, he’s an entrepreneur in
the fields of fashion and beverages, founding and designing the moustache-friendly clothing M-STASH and the BLU LIE Vodka Italiana.
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Exhibition // Selected designers
industrial design

Frederic Gooris

Milan/Brussels, Italy/Belgium, 1974
Hong Kong

“Fusing innovation with narratives into surprising products”
Frédéric Gooris is the founder of the Hong Kong based Studio Gooris Limited, an award-winning industrial design agency specialised in fusing innovation with narratives into surprising products.
After obtaining the Master in Design at the Domus Academy [Milan] in 1999,
his career took off at the prestigious studios of Philippe Starck and Stefano
Giovannoni.
In 2004 he founds Studio Gooris in Milan and in 2010 he moves to Hong
Kong. Today, his works span over a wide range of industries from consumer
products, aviation, fashion accessories, durable juvenile goods, lighting, travel, electronics to personal care for clients including Alessi, China Southern
Airlines, Nespresso, Qantas, Seiko and Levis.
Besides being a creative mind, he is also a part-time lecturer at the Poly-U
of Hong Kong and a driven entrepreneur: in 2009 he co-founds Bombol, the
company behind some of the most exciting and innovative kids’ furniture.

#360° industrial design
#consumer products #aviation #fashion accessories #lighting #travel
#personal care

The 360 degrees cross-disciplinary approach allows us to think from today’s
user’s point of view rather than from an industry’s perspective, doing things
the way they have always been done. By being exposed to a large variety
of typologies of products and production techniques it is possible to apply
the cross-pollination of ideas and technologies to foster innovation and be
disruptive to deliver tangible progress for the end-user.
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Exhibition // Selected designers
industrial design

Tommaso Masera
Vigevano, Italy, 1981

Shenzhen

Master Degree in Industrial Design at Milan Polytechnic in 2006. Working on
different projects in several countries, such as Italy, Brazil and China,
Tommaso Masera gained experience in industrial design, also experimenting
graphic and exhibition design. From 2009 to 2012 he was one of the the design directors of “Design Dome” in Shenzhen. In 2012 he set up Masera Design.
His works are published by important magazines and selected for:
100%, Design in London, Shenzhen Design Museum, Florence Design Week,
Shenzhen Design Week. In 2016, after 4 years experience in watch design
and production Tommaso Masera launches in the market Atto Verticale: the
first watch brand of Masera Design.
In 2017 he won the Silver A’ Design Award for Jewelry, Eyewear and Watch
Design Category 2016 edition.

#Unconventianal
#Technique-Poetry #Emotional

Break up the norms. Find unconventional solutions. Realize new products
that have in the technique and the poetry their values. The strategic choice
to make self production is also an unconventional experiment. The underline
idea is that Masera Design (as a design studio) places its products directly on
the market, thus achieving a closer relation to the end-users. The new born
watch brand Atto Verticale is the first self production already launched in the
market
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Exhibition // Selected designers
industrial design, Interior architect, retail design

Gabi Peretto
Milan, Italy, 1968

“aesthetics is the opium of the people”

Guangzhou

Born in Italy, Gabi Peretto got his degree in Milano with Andrea Branzi . He
has co-operated with some project and design studios, like the Andrea Branzi
Studio in Milano and Tamra Studio in Nagoya, JapanIn 1998 he founded Omikron Design, and has been designing the most
important collections of this Company. Operating in China since 2004,
since 2007 he’s been working with Lucitalia as art director and industrial
designers; has designed products for Danese and Fontana Arte and Nemo/
Cassina. Actually working as industrial design in and interior architect at GP
MILANO and Milano Design Terminal in China, he won the Best Commercial
Space Awart at Guangzhou Design Week in 2016.

#fantasy #beauty

Gabi Peretto was “born and worn” in “rationalist” background ; he believes
that the project of design is a part of the human contemporary culture and
should be characterized by imagination and beauty.
To achieve “rubbish” projects should be avoided, impossible dreams, not
recyclable complexity. To create innovative design projects is important to
feed the beauty, rigorous projects, an object must be created with the idea of
avoiding actual fashion time.
Trying to make his own the words “I have always believed that style was
more important than fashion”, for Gabi the creation of a project is not “just live
the present”, but fundamental plunge in the future, imagine, reconstruct the
future scenarios of living and dwelling.
12
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Exhibition // Selected designers
architecture & design

Tobia Repossi
Milan, Italy, 1971

Shenzhen
Architect since 1998, Tobia Repossi lives between Europe and Asia.
In 20 years he designed shops, corners, mono-brand stores and showrooms,
hotels, exhibitions, museums, offices and products for interior and outdoor
as well as furniture, electronic appliances and accessories. His works are
published in magazines and newspapers and selected for most important
International Awards.
He’s been lecturer at Politecnico di Milano Faculty of Design and IED
(European Institute of Design).
Operating in China since 2012, he founded TR & Partners in Shenzhen in
2015 for Product and Interior Design. He designs for big groups as Tencent,
ZTE, Huawei and other major Chinese market leading companies and for
European and Amer-ican brands with their production and R&D in China.
Transversal in Architecture, Interior and Product Design, TR designs for Asian
brands with western standards or for European and American clients that
have their R&D in China. He has a unique approach to the project made of
accurate research, analysis and figures.
He has been awarded with three Adi Design Indexes and a special mention
at Compasso d’Oro Prize in 2004, the Mediastars Prize in 2010, the Modern
Interior Decoration Award in 2014 for Best Product Design in China, three
Medals at the A’Design Awards in 2015, 2016 and 2017 and the Red Dot
Award in 2016.
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Exhibition // Selected designers
Fashion design

Arianna Sorini
Arezzo, Italy, 1989

Shenzhen
Arianna Sorini is an Italian fashion designer.
She graduated in Culture and Fashion design ( March 2013), gaining the
highest result (110/110 with commendations).
During her university, she collaborated with Monnalisa S.p.A, a worldwide
known children’s wear company and realized her final university dissertation
with them.
Since July 2013 she is based in China, where at the beginning she worked as
creative director assistant in Guangzhou and since 2014 she decided to focus
again in fashion design for local and
International companies.
From 2016 she developed her attentions in fashion in two different ways, one
it is collaborating as Theme collection developer for fashion companies and
as a Fashion lecturer at Istituto Marangoni Shenzhen.
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Exhibition // Selected designers
architecture & design

Aurora Sorini
Arezzo, Italy, 1986

Shenzhen
Aurora Sorini is an Italian architect. She graduated with the highest result at
the University of Architecture in Florence.
Since 2009, she collaborated in architectural survey projects in Italy and
abroad and she participated to different research missions for the analysis
of wooden architectural structures ,
In 2011 has collaborated with an Italian architecture studio, actively helping
with the planning of residential buildings (social housing and renovation of
local heritage). In March 2012 she won a scholarship for an internship in
an architecture/interior design studio in Viseu, Portugal, where she mainly
worked in renovation of old buildings ,small projects for entertainments
place and learnt also Portuguese language .
Since July 2012 she is based in China , where at the beginning she worked
for more than one year like an interior designer and since the end of
2013 she decided to focus again in the concept design of big scale building
working in high-complexity architecture such as research and educational
buildings, entertainment and commercial buildings .
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Exhibition // Selected designers
Urban & Strategic Planning, Architecture

Danilo Trevisan
Bari, Italy, 1974

Shenzhen
Hong Kong
Danilo Trevisan is an Italian licensed architect.
Director and founder of ALEATEK GROUP, since 2013, Danilo is responsible
for the firm’s overall operations, strategic decisions, and project facilitation in
China. Danilo has a proven track record of successful outcomes and offers a
unique array of expertise that includes architectural design, urban planning
and strategic planning. Since 2006, Danilo has focused his efforts on Chinese
market and gained strong knowledge about the construction field working
as an architect and urban planner in the region. He gained his expertise in
large scale projects working for several years in top ranked Chinese firm
and Fortune 500 company. His background extends to several project types:
Hospitality, Commercial, Mixed-use Complex, Residential, and Office. Strong
passion and experience guide Danilo over different program types which
require local code knowledge and intuit about client expectation.
Since 2009, his works have been awarded with 1st prizes in several
competitions in China, among which the project for Kaili Museum of China
3rd Line promoted by Shenzhen Registered Architect Association.

#Urban Planning #Strategic Planning
#Project Positioning #Building design
#Architecture

“I often wondered how our work can shape the life and the lifestyle of
generations and I always felt the responsibility of creating relationships
between the city and its citizen rather than spaces and buildings. Understand
the place at first glance, recognize the space and its connections, using
the space and the architectures in the correct way or even more flexibly,
exciding the designer expectations: the most immediate is the relation and
the feedback from the users, the most successful the project is.”
16
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Exhibition // Selected designers
architecture, interior & urban design

Manfredi Valenti
Palermo, Italy, 1976

Shenzhen

Manfredi Valenti was born and educated in Italy and Germany. After
graduated he decide to move to Netherland where he works in Mecanoo’s
office in Rotterdam. Later on he moved to London, UK, where he worked with
RTKL.
He also has lived and worked in Middle East as Chief designer..
Eventually several opportunities arose in China in cities like Shenzhen and
Hong Kong, where he moves 8 years ago.
Manfredi’s broad range of projects - public, cultural, commercial, regeneration,
mixed use, hotels and luxury residences exemplify his wide reaching
architectural vocabulary.
He has performed as Lead Design Architect for numerous award-winning
projects (among which 3rd Shenzhen Architectural Creation Award silver
medal 2017), many celebrated for design innovation, accessibility and
achieving stringent sustainability objectives.
Other than architecture, his hobbies are Contemporary arts, Urban Installation
and photograph.

#Innovation #Green design
#Genius loci #Resiliency
#Human scale

Manfredi Valenti architecture is an accumulation of ideas, people and
circumstances. At the core of his architecture is the ability to take a fresh
glance at design issues through experienced eyes. His approach aims at
turning intense research and analysis of practical and theoretical matters
17
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Exhibition // Selected designers
architecture & urban design

South-China
Torino Lab
Turin, Italy, 2015

Guanzhou

The South China–Torino Lab is a joint project between South China University
of Technology and Politecnico di Torino, opened in 2015.
In the last decade, investments provided to the applied research in China are
increasing year by year, revealing a growing bond between Research and
Private Companies, and between Research and Public Institutions.
In line with this trend, the Lab is designed to be a multidisciplinary platform
in Guangdong Province where Research, Education and Consulting can
combine their best skills and resources.
The Lab promotes collaboration between Chinese and European companies,
public administrations, universities. It operates in three directions, aiming to a
real effectiveness on the market and the territory.
Through its research-oriented design approach, the Lab provides a wide
range of design services to public and private operators in the field of
Architectural Design and Urban Development, offers R&D consulting
services to companies in the fields of ICT, Manufacturing and Automotive
and promotes the launch of joint activities (conferences, workshops, summer
schools) and the development of education programs (joint MSc and Phd
Programs, Double degree programs) sharing its research infrastructure in
China with universities and institutions worldwide
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Intro

The exhibition highlights from its beginning the aim to explore the
possibilities offered by design practices in their transcalar vision, capable to
put in correlation different issues and giving specific responses. Practioners
establish a peculiar relation with the environment they are operating, and
the ability to pass from “Micro to Macro” and versa demonstrate a specific
attitude to put in the centre problem-solving procedures capable to overcome
dimensional issues.
In this way explicit skills become the bridge to investigate reality in a creative
way, recombining results flexibly responding to contemporary challenges,
and giving to the designer the role to question their multidimensional aspects
and set alternatives.
Therefore within the complexity of the Megalopolis designers, arranging
processes capable to respond to different scale of interaction, develop values
that re-enter in the multiple aspects of the “urban growth machine”, going
beyond the single performance into a wider programme.
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Outro
Actions Beyond “Spoonscrapers”
The conclusion of the exhibition will focus on the rielaboration of the results
showed in order to give a prominent role in how design has been capable to
put in correlation topics, values and locations finding alternative perspective
throught creativity. In this way the main goal is to set a new way to intend
design not through spatial categories, but on the contrary highlighting the
attitudes that suggested specific solution to affect reality in an innovative
way.
Under this perspective “Micro – Macro” would be converted not in classifying
actions measuring their spatial effect, but rather critically analysing the
processes that has brought actions to be embedded within the consumer
society, modifying its perspectives, setting new goals or defining new
problem solving methods around specific topics.
In this sense the exhibition transmits to the visitor the perception that its
thanks to the way creative processes are arranged that we can move
steps forward within the complex contemporary society, instead of simply
categorizing responses to short term goals.
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1
Unexpected
Deepening the observation of reality it is possible to achieve a precise
creative process, based on recombining already tested possibilities into
unseen alternatives.
This approach has not to be confused with originality, but instead with the
capability in overturning the rules played by the mechanism embedded into
reality, to redefine a new set of goals.
The ability to arrange unexpected potentialities within the project, reveals
an approach that calls into action the role of the designer as interpreter of
disclosed values, strongly connected with repeatedly questioning the world
around him.
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2
Responsive
Reality poses challenges questioning to solve problem not through the
production of new goods, but on the contrary resetting the way they have to
be arranged obeying to new functioning rules.
This has a lot to share in the way design processes are able to adapt
themselves towards specific issues, redefining not the consistency of the
elements composing a specific project, but instead how they could establish
innovative aspects through the relations between different parties.
In this way design become the vehicle to give solutions seeking for new
interplays, demonstrating how the recombination of elements composing a
project could be transported at different scales of analysis.
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3
Mindful
The contemplation of specific issues emerging from reality, sensible or
immaterial, is the background from which these projects take their inspiration.
A specific necessity, accompanied by a profound study, define the route within
which design could directly intervene setting that “one-gesture” response so
characterizing the way Italian design has been internationally known.
At the same time, mindful represents how designers project themselves as
interpreters of the complexity: suggesting solutions on topics which necessity
to have specific response even if referring to a more intricate set of problems,
especially thanks to the capacity to create adaptive and repeatable solutions.
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4
Interaction
Beside punctual solutions there is a specific attitude towards design that fully
represent the capability to put into correlation different elements, colliding
differences and striving to merge oppositions, in order to underline creativity
as a matter of connection.
The main feature of these projects is to give a central role in keeping together
material and immaterial values risking to be separated by the traditional
consuming and producing methods, giving a new life through the integration
of parts.
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Unexpected
ECO DIY
COLLECTION
Eduardo
Alessi

Responsive

Interaction

Mindful
SHENZHEN
BAY PORT
Manfredi Valenti

YAN TIAN
RESEARCH
Aurora Sorini

GOMMOLO
Tommaso Masera

UPCYCLING
COLLECTION
Gabi Peretto

CHANGDE
AIRPORT CITY
Danilo Trevisan

CONTAINERS
(TEMPORARY)
TOWERS
Freddy Curiél

PEARL RIVER
PIANO
South- China
Torino Lab

ESCAPE
Frederic Gooris

JINAN DATA &
SOFTWARE PARK
Danilo Trevisan

YVES &
SERPENTINE
Gabi Peretto

QI-DI XIE-XIN
WU-HUA TECH &
INDUSTRIAL PARK
Manfredi Valenti

TAI REN
INDUSTRY PARK
Aurora Sorini

CARDBOARD
FURNITURE
Tobia Repossi

ATTO VERTICALE
Tommaso Masera

ZYUANYUAN
TOWER
Manfredi Valenti

SAVON DU CHEF
Frederic Gooris

POP -UP
Frederic Gooris

BREAKING POINT
Tommaso Masera

WAPPY
SHOWROOM
Gabi Peretto

CLASSIC
FUTURISM
Arianna Sorini

ERO HUTON
Gabi Peretto

RE-GENERATION
DELTA
Freddy Curiél

BAMBOO
Frederic Gooris

ALESSILUX
Frederic Gooris

ORA
Eduardo
Alessi
M-STASH
Freddy Curiél

UNIVERSAL
TABLE LAMP
Gabi Peretto
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ECO DIY COLLECTION

Unexpected // Eduardo Alessi
Location
Hong Kong
Realization year
2012
Client
area plus
The Eco DIY Collection is a series of products that use
recycled cardboard as structural material.
Every items is a flat 2d pattern cut from a single sheet paper
to save material for production.
The main characteristic of the collection is that the items are
assembled DIY by the user simply following the instructions
on the packaging: fold the paper along the notches and
impressed creases applied on the paper, no glue, cutting or
other instruments are required.
The cardboard material and the flat structure result in these
products being lightweight. and let the products can be
easily flat-packed to be transported.
Some of them are electric products, designed to be energy
efficient without using batteries.
Once the products have been mounted they look like 5
different endangered species of animals.
This raises the consumers’ awareness makes them
remember that each product and how it’s produced is in
strait connection with the environment where we all live in.
Exhibition materials & format
+5 cardboard items mounted (15x15 x15cm arpox ) each one
+5 cardboard no mounted item flat (15x15 x 0,1 cm arpox )
Shipping Pack
ESTIMATED WEIGHT - 1,7 Kg
ESTIMATED VOLUME - 62 x 42 x 8cm
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ORA , cleaver

Responsive // Eduardo Alessi
Location
Scarperia (Firenze)
Realization year
2016
Client
Coltelleria Il Giglio
For hundreds of years cleavers are used in different types of
cooking keeping the same single task to hew or break hard
food in smaller parts to be processed next using other tools.
The mission is design a cleaver that has more flexible use
and can adapt to now-days cooking exigencies and trends
but keeping an iconic design appeal and purpose.
We focus also on create an eco friendly high end product
with a contemporary style that can fit the worldwide high
class chef professionals.
The cutting blade line is designed to fit different cutting
requirements. The horizontal flat part is used for cuts that
need a high cutting power as to break meat on the bone,
open fruits and vegetables with resistant shell.
The upper round part is designed for cutting operations
that needs a better control and less impact force as filleting
engraving and sculpt the food. Ora is handmade in Tuscany
using materials from the same local area.
The local origins of the materials and labor combined with
the durability of the blade guaranteed for 20 years make it a
km0 product and ecosustainable.
Ora is handmade by the historic artisan cutlery shop”Il Giglio”
founded in 1852 in a small town hidden on Florentine hills
called Scarperia, famous all over the world for the centuryold tradition of handmade knifes.
Exhibition materials & format
PANEL ( 1m x 40 cm rpox ) each one
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M-STASH : mustache friendly clothing

Responsive // Freddy Curiél
Realization place
Made in Italy
Realization year
since 2012
M-STASH è un’idea nata inizialmente assieme a due amici
già nel 2010. Grazie alla mia presenza a Hong Kong per
lavoro, siamo riusciti a concretizzare allora la prima serie di
magliette esclusivamente reversibili, e dal 2012 M-STASH è
un marchio registrato internazionale, riconoscibile dalla sua
M baffuta e il marchio di fabbrica: il baffetto geometricamente
costruito.
Nel 2015 si è deciso di investire nel Made in Italy spostando
la produzione in Italia, una decisione sicuramente contro
corrente, strutturando l’azienda con un nuovo team di
professionisti del settore, quasi tutti di Trieste dove abbiamo
la sede operativa in Italia, e puntando ad entrare nel mondo
del retail nel Belpaese, hanno portato M-STASH a diventare
una realtà in rapida espansione dello streetwear italiano.
Sin dagli albori il brand M-STASH è sempre stato più vicino al
mondo del design che della moda, proprio perché i prodotti
nascono dal domandarsi “how should it work?” piuttosto
che “how should it look?”. L’originalità dei nostri prodotti
(reversibili o multiuso), le t-shirts reversibili (tutt’ora lo
zoccolo duro delle nostre vendite), la dualità e dicotomia del
brand viene espressa anche attraverso dettagli particolari
che permettono di portare lo stesso capo in modi diversi
creando nuove realtà e situazioni.
Exhibition materials & format
6x t-shirts/singlets
5x bowties
2x videos
2x printed rolls 80x200mm

extra printed materials could be realised If there is budget and interest
in having it done
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Upcycling Collection by Marta Giardini

Unexpected // Gabi Peretto
Location
GUZHEN
Realization year
2017
Client
COINCASA

Marta Giardini has created a collection for COINCASA:
UPCYCLING in a perspective of ethics and eco-sustainable
design. With Marta Giardini, Gabi Peretto has developed this
theme with different suppliers.
The result are lamps series made with shapes or materials of
different origins. The lamps are made with pottery, chinese
bamboo craft baskets, or tap and industrial components

Exhibition materials & format
digital pic, ipg /pdf, some tap , pottery, bamboo baskets
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Universal Table Lamp

Mindful // Gabi Peretto
Location
Guangzhou
Realization year
2012
Client
GP MILANO

The dream is to produce complete products without
processing and pollution.
The solution is to design the complete body of a lamp in
only one piece; single body lamp ready only opening a mold.
A lamp made with a plastic injection of pc + abs process.
This lamp is made without all the dirty and expensive
components, for example without polish, chrome-plating,
without painting, and assembly

Exhibition materials & format
digital pic, ipg /pdf, one lamps sample ( need 220v) , some
plastic injected components
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Cardboard furniture

Responsive // Tobia Repossi
Location
Europe and China
Realization year
2006
Client
mobilicartone.it

Series of furniture made entirely with cardboard for temporary events, fairs, pop-up stores and showrooms. The pieces
are delivered flat to the place where the event is held, self
assembled and then left there for collecting. They are 80%
recycled and 100% recyclable. In a field saturated by wood,
metal and polluting plastic, cardboard can be the solution to
lower the costs and design environmentally friendly.

Exhibition materials & format
4 Chairs (80x40x40cm)
1 Table (70x70x70cm)
1 Hanger (30x30x180cm)
4 Libraries (70x40x40cm)
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Wappy Showroom and Office

Interaction // Gabi Peretto
Location
Guangzhou
Realization year
2015
Client
WAPPY/THELEBRE

In a old typography of a Chinese newspaper, creative and
commercial spaces have been created. The project wants
to keep the space open by creating only diaphragms that
separate the different areas. The idea is that of a maze and
the scheme of the city with central square and paths

Exhibition materials & format
digital pictures (ipg /pdf)
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CONTAINERS (TEMPORARY) TOWERS

Mindful // Freddy Curiél
Location
Shanghai / itinerant
Realization year
2016
Client
Bao Long Real Estate

Shipping containers have been reused optimising their
spatial qualities and cost efficiency, providing a set of
modular details that would provide to each level 60
sqm of flexible fully usable floor area, terraces, toilet and
independent accessibility, allowing them to be stocked onto
eachother up to 8 floors. The only containers modified from
their original shape, are painted green and used for the
landscape features and decorations of the project, while
becoming the iconic feature of this architecture.
Once the temporary spaces would not be necessary
anymore, the structure could be transported elsewhere,
while the green elements would become integrating part
of the new landscape scenario, leaving an iconic yet useful
memory trace on-site.
Exhibition materials & format
3x printed panels
(landscape format, to be printed according to required size)
5x drawings/renders
(squared format, to be printed according to required size)
1x 3D model could be realized f there is budget and interest
in having it done
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Pearl River Piano Factory Re-Generation
Competition (1st Prize)

Interaction //South-China Torino Lab
Location
Guangzhou
Realization year
2017
Client
Pearl River Pianos Factory
The project, for the transformation of the Pearl River Piano
factory in Guangzhou, China into a new creative district,
dedicated at the theme of music, was carried on by a
joint team between Politecnico d Torino and South China
University of Technology.
An elevated street, similar to the ones facing some Italian
medieval squares, runs through the entire factory, from the
large parking lot to the north and the public transport hub
to the south. It is a spine that orders and connects all the
functions of the Music Park, making it easy to use.
Besides that, only minimal work is required for the Piano
Factory: it enhances its façades and its special chimneys,
exploits the flexible modularity of its structure and windows,
prepares it to welcome a new public enthusiastic for its
future and aware of its past.
Pearl River Pianos Company, as the local government,
giving the first prize to the POLITO-SCUT Joint team, had ,
in a certain way, accept the challenge to inted the industrial
riqualifaction as a process the start with the employement of
exisitng resources and heritage. That is an important theme,
that China is absorbing in its development line, during the
“New Normal Phase”, and that Polito feels honoured to joint
with local partners.

Design/Research Team: POLITO ACADEMIC: Prof. Michele Bonino, Prof. Giovanni Durbiano, Prof.
Mauro Berta. PoliTO Researchers: Edoardo Bruno, Francesco Carota, Valeria Federighi, Filippo
Fiandanese, Marta Mancini; Maria Paola Repellino. SCUT Academics: Prof. Sun Yi Min; SCUT
Researchers: Guo Xiao.

Exhibition materials & format
Panels
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RE-GENERATION DELTA
strategy for a sustainably managed Pearl River Delta

Mindful // Freddy Curiél
Location
Pearl River Dealta
Realization year
2012-2014
Client
Sponsored by Delta Alliance, Alterra Wageningen,
United Nations for Sustainable Development
Re-Generation Delta proposes a large scale micro-algae
harvesting system, converting the farmland located by the
coastline of the PRD into large scale open-air harvestingponds. The newly established infrastructure will be realized to function as a physical barrier preventing eventual
water flooding.
Artificiality, pre-existence and specific features of the
territory determine the creation of a new landscape type,
which satisfies both the economical (productivity) and
ecological (sustainability) needs of a complex and expanding
Delta Region inhabited by more than 60 millions people,
while facing an emergency such as sea level rise, preventing
the worst consequences.
In this proposed strategy, sustainability is not just a layer
added to the design afterwards but the starting point
from which the optimal transformation of the landscape is
generated.
Exhibition materials & format
up to 5x drawings/renders
(squared format, to be printed according to required size)
N.B.: one of these panels (the one with square icons and coloured arrows) could
be realised in 3D light boxes on the wall, with arrows as vynilic stickers on the
wall (if there is budget and interest for it)
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AlessiLux Light Bulbs
“ By telling the tales of how man conquered light,
borders between bulbs and luminaires get blurred. ”

The use of oil lamps began thousands
of years ago and for ages they were
the only source of continuous light.
This new “Oil lamp” is named after
paraffin - once one of the most popular
fuels - that the wick sucked up little by
little from the tank through the principle
of capillarity. Just like its predecessor,
this new Paraffina is now equally
efficient with its precious source of
energy.

Exhibition materials & format
8 LED light bulbs

Vienna brings to mind fairy-tale-like
ballrooms and amazing opera houses
with crystal chandeliers, filled with the
music of Mozart and Strauss. It was
also in these days that the industrial
revolution took off with inventions
such as the light bulb. So here is the
question: what would the light bulb
have looked like if back then they had
the same possibilities we have today?

Location
Unexpected // Frederic Gooris
Milan, IT
Realization year
2011 / 2012
Client
AlessiLux

Polaris, also known as the North Star,
shines particularly brightly in the sky;
almost motionless, it is an eternal
beacon that has guided countless
sailors home safely.
Like his eponymous celestial brother,
Polaris is part of a family of light bulbs
that will lead the way into a new era of
energy saving illumination and lighting
design.

The tam-tam is a traditional drum
that was used to pass messages over
longer distances or to make important
announcements. Through its elegant
passe-partout design, TamTam is
meant to quickly diffuse into our homes
and thus spread the message that LED
light bulbs can be so much more than a
mere redesign of traditional light bulbs.
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AlessiLux Luminaires
“ Combine LED’s low consumption with a powerful
battery, add a sniff of imagination and you have durable
wireless design illumination. ”

Some objects, though no longer used and obsolete today, are
still so familiar to all of us it seems we never lived without them.
The oil lamp is one of these objects, which now exist only in our
memory [Ricordo in Italian].
When it comes to lighting, we have come a long way in a short
time, and with the breakthrough of LED technology, we are yet to
experience another revolution. Looking into the future, it is a good
thing to remember the past.

Location
Responsive // Frederic Gooris
Milan, IT
Realization year
2011 / 2012
Client
AlessiLux

Hold up a burning light bulb, cut off the wire and walk freely into
the night, your every step illuminated... impossible?!
For generations, we have been mesmerized by unexplained
bright lights gliding through the night. We even had a name for it:
the Unidentified Flying Object. Now that the light bulb is cordless,
what better way than to tell this story through the poetry of an
UFO?

Exhibition materials & format
2 luminaires
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Euro Huton Shop Chain

Responsive // Gabi Peretto
Location
Guangzhou / Xian / Beijing
Realization year
2015/2016
Client
OGEAR

The customer is an importer of European products. The
client’s goal was to give the idea of a piece of Europe in china. To do this we randomly joined a series of reproductions
of Western furniture from “beginning century style” and we
used pallets as a display. Trying to give a “ready made” imprint and informal/natural growth of the store

Exhibition materials & format
digital pictures (ipg /pdf)
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Yan Tian Research

Interaction // Aurora Sorini
Location
Shenzhen (Competition, 2nd place)
Realization year
2015
The site is located in Yantian Shatoujiao bonded area in
Shenzhen east port, one of the most developing area in the
city. The building represents the new science centre of the
district , offering to scientist a communitary place to develop
new ideas.
Science and biotechnology represent the progress of a
country and the future , but to most of us are a mystery.
What happens inside is magical, is evolution and knowledge.
This characteristic of Science is present in our building.
Like a mysterious rock, the outside is rough, dominant and
enigmatic, while the inside becomes soft and transparent
just like Science for those who understand them clear as
water in the nature.
The aim is to create a perfectly logic system in which a space
efficient and modular office space can be set. The interior
façade creates a rich space with overlapping volumes and
responds to the idea of the DNA ribbon. This will create a
natural cooling system, a source of natural light and will
conform an impressive image in its interior.
As an integrated design, the façade responds to the idea
of the big atrium as the element that creates temperature
balance and lighting stability. While the interior façade is
all glass and responsible for the mayor source of light, The
outside façade becomes thicker and opaque to reflect sun
rays, keeping the inside temperature cold resulting in less
energy needed to run the AC systems.
Exhibition materials & format
pictures
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Shenzhen Bay Port service building design

Mindful // Manfredi Valenti
Location
Shenzhen
Realization year
2020
The new Shenzhen Bay Port service building is situated in
Shenzhen bay, a gulf between the east She Kou in Shenzhen
and west Yuan Lang in Hong Kong, China.
The winning scheme was chosen for “the connections that the
building creates with the surrounding, the existing buildings
and future construction facilities” and for “its stunning and
sustainable design that will become a new office example,
profitable and popular destination in themselves”. The new
building consists of approximately 40000 sqm of office
complex. The facade concept is based on a pixel pattern
which gently fades from more closed to more open on the
higher levels. This matches the distribution of office from
ground floor to the 6th floor. The entire complex is based on
a grid which is adapted to the geometry of the site then we
split the site in two volumes. The Yin and Yang represented
by the two volumes contains archetypal power and defines
the gestalt of many important public buildings, in both in the
Chinese and Western culture. The office areas are designed
to make a large influence on heating and cooling loads and
thermal comfort. A stunning atrium with a striking sky light,
a richly solar panels roof, and two spectacular central patios
combine to create an unforgettable overall environment.
The court designs a natural space, much the same as an old
courtyard in the Chinese tradition. This provides the setting
for relax activities.
Exhibition materials & format
4 panels (594 mm x 841 mm) and video
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Jinan Data & Software Park

Responsive // Danilo Trevisan
Location
Jinan (Shandong)
Realization year
On going
Client
Jinan High - tech Holding Group Co., Ltd

With a total area of more than 350,000 sqm, Jinan Software
Park aims to lead the regional and national research in
innovation field and big data technology. Beside offices,
mall and retails, the project’s program includes several
strategic functions such as servers/data centers, IT club
and exhibition centre. The environment and the landscape
layout are meant to create a comfortable place for working,
studying and doing research, with a hosting capacity of
20,000 people. The master plan has been conceived to
optimize the building density and leave space for green,
open spaces, and ground facilities in high percentage. In a
bold act of linking the main buildings, the scheme exhibits a
ring shaped structure which bridges the offices across the
road sistem. It contains commercial functions, facilities and
the exhibition space with its complex and fluent shape, it
dominates the core of the district.
Exhibition materials & format
15 JPG (9 renderings, 1 master plan, 4 diagrams)
1 videoclip of 10 min (CHN)
Credits
Companies: Aleatek Studio
Design Team: Danilo Trevisan, Jaksa Nicodijevic, Yu Le
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Qi-Di Xie-Xin Wu-Hua Technical & Industrial Park

Interaction // Manfredi Valenti
Location
Kunming

Kunming master plan provides a framework for developing a
sustainable Technical & Industrial Park in a way that blends
human need, environmental stewardship and economic
viability into a new global model of urbanism.
The (two dimensional) traditional Chinese garden is converted
into a tridimensional sunken garden that blend with the
surrounding; pocket square boulevards, hanging gardens
and terraces originate a vibrant, active and sustainable use
of the space.
In order to create a truly sustainable development, a wide
range of public amenity areas are provided with strong
interconnections; these amenities are clearly defined and
organized around outdoor spaces which are activated by
programs and functions. The development should set up
an idiosyncratic urban form, derived from established and
understood patterns of growth, which can create a distinctive
skyline, a good balance between building and open spaces,
strong sense of streets and good urban character; and
opportunity zone with active nodes to reinforce the unique
identity of each area. Active and passive measures through
planning, policy and design, should be implanted to deliver
an exemplar sustainable development.

Exhibition materials & format
4 panels (594 mm x 841 mm)
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Tai Ren industry park

Unexpected // Aurora Sorini
Location
Shenzhen (Competition, 2nd place)
Realization year
2014
The project will hold a very important Research &
Development Hub in the city of Shenzhen . The Complex
is composed by four main towers connected by a ring of
circulation that create a multi floor plaza of terraces and
connections. The twin façade make all the complex a
sustainable one
The plan lifts the green space up to the air and changes
it into roof gardens with different heights, keeping a green
shade which can be overlooked from surrounding high-rises
The double skin serves two purposes. First, it’s a measure to
lower the carbon impact of the building by creating a buffer
zone between the interior of the building and the exterior.
This space will dramatically lower the need of the building
for high electricity cost air conditioning. This space will act
as a cushion absorbing the cold or hot temperature of the
outside protecting inside part.
Second, as this space will be also be naturally ventilated and
filled with nature, they can be used as a natural social focus
– places for refreshment points and meeting areas – and
function as the building’s ‘lungs’, distributing fresh air drawn
in through opening panels in the facade.

Exhibition materials & format
pictures
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Pop-Up Baby Booster

Responsive // Frederic Gooris
Location
Hong Kong
Realization year
2017
Client
Bombol Ltd

“ A booster that’s flat when folded and up to the toughest
safety standards when open. “
Pop-Up is a light, portable and upholstered booster that
pops open to become a sturdy, comfy seat when you need
it – and folds completely flat when you don’t. The incredibly
strong origami structure withstands 20,000 impacts of
75 kg to meet even the toughest safety adult furniture
standards. With its 1.1kg it’s very light and fits almost all chair
designs. Pop-Up uses a stain, abrasion and odour-proof
finish completely new to the world of baby products. For
hospitality, Pop-Up takes up no more space than a menu
when folded and pops open with a flourish the second it’s
needed – no more plastic clutter in the corner.
Exhibition materials & format
2 Pop-Up Booster seats
(one folded 30x27.5x3.5cm & one open 30x28x27cm)
Open one can be mounted on a chair
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Bamboo Baby Bouncer

Unexpected // Frederic Gooris
Location
Milan, IT
Realization year
2009
Client
Bombol Ltd

“ The first bouncer not just for babies. ”
Bamboo is not just a traditional bouncer for babies. Its real
genius is that it transforms into a sturdy chaise longue for
toddlers up to 18kg (roughly five years of age), extending its
useful lifetime for parents by several years. The thin design
allows Bamboo to translate even the smallest movements of
a baby into gentle bouncing, while the dynamic backrest lets
them choose their own position. Patented 3D curves make
the thin aluminium bar mechanically sound and extremely
resistant – capable of withstanding years of boisterous
bouncing.

Exhibition materials & format
1 Bamboo Bouncer (72.5cm x 42cm x 42 cm)
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ESCAPE smart luggage

Unexpected // Frederic Gooris
Location
Hong Kong
Realization year
2017
Client
Rollogo

“ A Carry-On that makes every step count. “
Inspired by the iconic travel trunks, ESCAPE is a contemporary
Carry-On that doubles up as a light and self-charging mobile
office for today’s business people. At a regular walking speed,
the patented electric spinner wheels provide power similar
to a 1A wall adapter to charge your devices. ESCAPE has
an easy-access top compartment that helps you keep your
essentials organized in one place that’s easy to reach, and
the top surface of ESCAPE is completely flush like a desk so
you are free to work comfortably, anytime, anywhere.

Exhibition materials & format
2 carry-on (35x37x66 cm/cad)
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Gommolo

Mindful // Tommaso Masera
Location
Shenzhen
Realization year
2013
Client
Self production

Gommolo is a rocking chair made assembling a fiberglass
shell with recycling tires, taking advantage from the tire
deformation. This concept can be considered as part of the
eco-design idea to reuse a “not recyclable” product as a tire.

Exhibition materials & format
1 rocking chair: (100x100x10cm)
3 panels (210x420) to be confirmed
1 video: MP4 format. Need to make
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Changde Airport City

Responsive // Danilo Trevisan
Location
Changde (Hunan)
Realization year
On going
Client
Hunan Southern Sponge City Development Co., Ltd.

Credits
Companies: Aleatek Studio, Tsing Hua Yuan.
Design Team: Danilo Trevisan, Li Xiao Hua, Jaksa Nicodijevic, Xiao Song, Xiao Mo, Hai Ying.
Consultants: Giorgia Trevisan, Li Wei Xin, Lin Mu Zi

Relying on the existing industrial ecosystem of Jiangnan
plate, Changde Airport City layout gets inspired by the
intricate water system of the Binjiang Doumuhu town
and integrates with it. The Planning strategy involves the
creation of different district functions interconnected by
a local traffic loop and crossed by a heavy logistic loop.
Both systems are connected through intermodal hubs at
urban and regional level. Strong efforts has been posed
on the integration with the existing districts and the natural
environment. Changde is one of the first cities in China to
adopt the “Sponge City” policy in a form of pilot program.
According with the principles of this policy, the plan considers
the implementation of “Sustainable Drainage Systems”
(SuDS), reduction of impermeable surfaces, guidelines for
the rainwater collection and reuse. Drainage systems can
contribute to sustainable development and improve the
places and spaces. Approaches to manage surface water
that take account of water quantity, quality, biodiversity and
amenity are collectively referred to as Sustainable Drainage
Systems. SuDS can be designed to convey surface water,
slow runoff down (attenuate) before it enters watercourses,
they provide areas to store water in natural contours and
can be used to allow water to soak (infiltrate) into the ground
or evaporated from surface water and lost or transpired
from vegetation (known as evapotranspiration).
Exhibition materials & format
10 renderings, 1 videoclip of 10 min, 1 videoclip of 13 min (CHN)
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Atto Verticale

Mindful // Tommaso Masera
Location
Shenzhen
Realization year
2016
Client
Atto Verticale by Masera Design

A wrist watch with a mechanical hand wound movement
assembled on an anodized aluminum case. An unique idea
where the classic movement matches with a fresh and
colorful watch case and strap. In between two sapphire
crystals the movement floats giving the watch a distinctive
personality.
A wrist watch with a mechanical hand wound movement
in the age of the smart products, is an unconventional
provocation, that finds the design quality and the product
longevity in the intangible and emotional fields. Atto
Verticale try to oppose to a merely functional product: box
that becomes old together with the technology inside it. The
product longevity, and so its sustainability, go beyond the
mere function.

Exhibition materials & format
4 complete watches: (diametro 4.2, L 24x H 1.1cm)
2 disassemble watches
2 packaging: (11x70x30)
3 panels (210x420) to be confirmed
2 videos: MP4 format.
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Savon Du Chef

Unexpected // Frederic Gooris
Location
Milan / Hong Kong
Realization year
2012
Client
Alessi

“ Rub your hands with this curious stainless steel garlic
under cold water to have soft and odour-free hands. ”
Savon du Chef eliminates all food odours without soap.
Simply rub your hands with this curious garlic-shaped soap
under cold water for a few seconds to have soft and odourfree hands. Furthermore, “Savon du Chef” is hollow, so it
stays afloat when it accidentally drops in the water. The top
part of “Savon du Chef” is mirror polished to safely clean
your fingernails.

Exhibition materials & format
1 Stainless steel soap
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Yves & Serpentine

Location
Guangzhou
Realization year
2008
Client
FONTANA ARTE

Mindful // Gabi Peretto

Yves
The goal was to create a lamp with a very complex form,
easy to remember, but not difficult to manufacture. The
solution was a one-piece aluminum die-casting.

Serpentine
Use leds by designing all the support on a motherboard,
High luminous output and low consumption.

Exhibition materials & format
digital pic, ipg /pdf, one lamps sample ( need 220v) , some
amuminium die casting parts

Exhibition materials & format
digital pic, ipg /pdf, one lamps sample ( need 220v) , some
led plate ( need 220v)
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Classic Futurism

Unexpected // Arianna Sorini
Location
Arezzo, IT
Realization year
2013

The project is focused on creating classic garments for
children, through the use of an innovative material as
Neoprene mixed with silk, created by an Italian company
who won an award for it.
Children’s wear has a wide potential of exploration that allow
“to play” with different fabrics. The garments are the fine
result of linearity of shapes and the technological progress
that matches the evolution of the Fashion world.

Exhibition materials & format
pictures
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Breaking Point

Mindful // Tommaso Masera
Location
Shenzhen
Realization year
2018
Client
Self production

A line reaches the breaking point, blowing up the shelf into
different parts. Breaking Point bookshelf shoes a balance
after removing all hardware accessories. The concept behind
this bookshelf is that simplification does not mean sacrificing
beauty. The technical goals of this product is the reduction
of the components and the assembly without hardware

Exhibition materials & format
1 bookshelf: (120x45x180cm)
3 panels (210x420) to be confirmed
1 video: MP4 format (to make after the realization of the
sample)
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Ziyuanyuan Tower

Interaction // Manfredi Valenti
Location
Shenzhen
Realization year
2020

The Ziyuayuan tower is located in the heart of Shenzhen
CBD area and it looks to create a distinctive icon within the
space of the city itself.
The design rationale for the tower is entirely derived from its
surrounding context and environment. The new tower does
not attempt to dominate or compete with the other buildings
around, but successfully works together with them in
order to create an overall composition that looks at once to
Shenzhen’s future.
The building will receive sun light on three of its four sides.
The facade respond to this need with recessed aluminum
framing, in the style of a curtain wall, specifically designed
to create shadows and avoid excessive solar gain.
On top of this, the building uses double glazing offering a
high degree of solar protection. The purity and repetition
of the elements of the façade grant it unique and timeless
qualities that enhance its iconic character.

Exhibition materials & format
4 panels (594 mm x 841 mm) and video
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